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A BattleTech TGA Fusion Initiative event by Alpha Strike: Perth’s best online games and hobby store. 
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    
    

On many worlds’ battles between the varioOn many worlds’ battles between the varioOn many worlds’ battles between the varioOn many worlds’ battles between the various houses is common place. The Succession Wus houses is common place. The Succession Wus houses is common place. The Succession Wus houses is common place. The Succession Wars have ars have ars have ars have 
provided some of the largest and most brutal displays of house politics and military might. But theprovided some of the largest and most brutal displays of house politics and military might. But theprovided some of the largest and most brutal displays of house politics and military might. But theprovided some of the largest and most brutal displays of house politics and military might. But there re re re 
are others that play much the same games who, although not as famous as the various house leaders, are others that play much the same games who, although not as famous as the various house leaders, are others that play much the same games who, although not as famous as the various house leaders, are others that play much the same games who, although not as famous as the various house leaders, 
wield a weapon of great power in its own right: Money.wield a weapon of great power in its own right: Money.wield a weapon of great power in its own right: Money.wield a weapon of great power in its own right: Money.    
    
Two of the Inner STwo of the Inner STwo of the Inner STwo of the Inner Sphere’s major finance companies go headphere’s major finance companies go headphere’s major finance companies go headphere’s major finance companies go head----totototo----head on the battlefield when, after ahead on the battlefield when, after ahead on the battlefield when, after ahead on the battlefield when, after a    
series of skiseries of skiseries of skiseries of skirmish encounters on the planet San Hoarmish encounters on the planet San Hoarmish encounters on the planet San Hoarmish encounters on the planet San Hoa everything explodes into outright war for control  everything explodes into outright war for control  everything explodes into outright war for control  everything explodes into outright war for control 
of the bottom dollar. of the bottom dollar. of the bottom dollar. of the bottom dollar.     
    
It’s a mercenary’s dream and an investor’s nightmare.It’s a mercenary’s dream and an investor’s nightmare.It’s a mercenary’s dream and an investor’s nightmare.It’s a mercenary’s dream and an investor’s nightmare.    
 
Hostile Takeover is a BattleTech campaign using the Alpha Strike combat system and is set in the year 3051 on 
the border planet of San Hoa in the Lyran Commonwealth close to Free Worlds League space.  Players will 
create a mercenary force and play a series of missions (called ‘Tracks’) using the Warchest campaign system. 
Players will require a copy of Alpha Strike as it contains the main and campaign rules that will be used. Players 
will also need Iron Wind Metals BattleTech miniatures to represent their forces on the battlefield. This is 
discussed more in the Structure Outline section.  
 

 

    
    



THE STORY SO FARTHE STORY SO FARTHE STORY SO FARTHE STORY SO FAR    
 
A jumpship owned by Bilateral Investments transporting materials to a mining facility located on the fringe 
planet of Son Hoa in the Lyran Commonwealth is attacked. The forces are identified as the mercenary force 
Brennan’s Outlaws who signed a one year security contract with Truman Finance Corporation one month before. 
Unknown to all parties the attack was 
actually by a pirate band who struck from 
the Periphery and used the Brennan’s 
Outlaws name and signatures as cover.  
 
Bilateral Investments’ CEO John Baze 
refuses to believe Truman Finance 
Corporation had nothing to do with the 
events and sets plans in motion to protect all 
of his company’s assets. Truman Finance 
Corporation’s CEO Hans Gier, upon 
hearing of mass mercenary contracts being 
signed up by Bilateral Investments makes 
similar moves. 
 
Miscellaneous corporations also on Son Hoa 
with ties to the other major powers of the Inner Sphere have no choice but to approve the signing of their own 
defence forces. The planetary government, along with representatives from Comstar which has a HyperPulse 
Generator on the planet have begun talks to prevent San Hoa from becoming a powder keg ready to explode.  
 

WHEREWHEREWHEREWHERE    
 
Games will be played each Sunday between 10:00am and 5:00pm at the Tabletop Gamers Association club 
rooms located: 
 

TABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALLTABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALLTABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALLTABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALL    
HIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUBHIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUBHIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUBHIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUB    

PLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTHPLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTHPLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTHPLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTH    
 

 
 

 Food and drink are available from the club and if the tennis club is open there is a licensed bar. 
 
This campaign will take place over a ten week period starting Sunday, 2nd February 2014 and ending Sunday, 
13th April 2014. Players have only to pay the standard club entry each week to play; there is no additional cost.    

    

            



STRUCTURE OUTLINESTRUCTURE OUTLINESTRUCTURE OUTLINESTRUCTURE OUTLINE    
    

• Players will construct a 500 Point Value force roster containing 36 units. These can be found at the 
Master Unit List website: http://www.masterunitlist.info/. All units may have modified Skill levels if 
paid for using the Point Value Skill Rating Table found on page 24 of the Alpha Strike rulebook.     

• For ground forces a ‘Lance’ is four units; a ‘Company’ is three lances to a total of twelve units; while a 
‘Battalion’ is three companies to a total of thirty six units. For aerospace forces a ‘Lance’ is two fighters; 
while a ‘Wing’ is three lances to a total of six fighters.       

• Units and technology can be up to and including the year 3050 (excluding Clan, Dropships, 
Jumpships, and Warships).     

• Miniature substitution is not allowed unless cleared by the campaign organiser. Painted miniatures are 
preferred, but not required. Miniatures need to be clearly identified and be on a hex base appropriate 
to its size and the rules.    

• Force unit cards/rosters can be viewed by all players at anytime.    
• Alternate Munitions starting on page 76 of the Alpha Strike rulebook will be allowed.      
• Unless stated otherwise all games are to be played on a 6’ x 4’ table with home edges being along the 6’ 

long sides. The deployment zone will be along the entire home edge and 8” forward unless the 
individual Track set up rules state otherwise.     

• Players roll 2D6 before each game to establish who the Attacker is and who is the Defender. Highest 
roll gets to choose. Re roll ties.    

• A unit may leave the designated play area freely at anytime during a track. If it does it may not return 
later in the battle. In addition, if it does not leave via its own designated home edge it is considered 
destroyed under the Alpha Strike rulebook campaign rules.    

• The winner of the campaign is the one who ends the campaign with the most amounts of Warchest 
points remaining after Track V. Any assets may also be repaired and then sold to work out the final 
Warchest points total.     

• The campaign organiser has the final say on all decisions and rules clarifications.    
    

            
 

    

 

    

 

    



TRACK RULESTRACK RULESTRACK RULESTRACK RULES    
 
There are a total of five tracks that will be played during the campaign. Players will have two weeks to organise 
opponents also in the campaign to play the current track. The same track can be played multiple times but only 
once against each opponent. Also, units that have taken part in the same track against an earlier opponent will 
not be available. A player will have to use other units from their total force that have yet to play the current 
track. However, any Warchest points earned/lost will count at the end of each game and a player must pay the 
Warchest track cost to play it each time. 
 
Each track is laid out in this campaign pack but only the current track can be played which will be posted on the 
TGA forums section at www.notenoughorks.com along with an INN storyline update to progress the fluff 
storyline and give players a feel of what is happening. Players are to head to the forum and must register their 
interest to play.  
 
Before the campaign begins players are to decide which corporation they wish to contract out to. This can be 
Truman Finance Corporation if from the Free Worlds League, Bilateral Investments if from the Lyran 
Commonwealth, or they are free to choose from any of the other major powers of the Inner Sphere. Players can 
challenge any other player in the campaign as it is assumed senior corporate officials have been bribed, are 
actually secret service operatives for one of the major powers, or just looking to best a rival. This usually leaves 
mercenary units as pawns in this endless power play.  
 
Some missions will have multiple events happening at once and players maybe required to make some choices 
before the battles begin and should be declared before play. These will be explained in the description of the 
track in more detail.  
 
DEFEND: DEFEND: DEFEND: DEFEND: A target is to be protected at all costs and must survive to succeed at this objective. 
 
DESTROY: DESTROY: DESTROY: DESTROY: A target is to be destroyed. A building target is considered to be destroyed if it has a Construction 
Factor of 0. A unit is considered destroyed if it has no structure points left or any critical hit result removes it from 
play.   
 
HARASSHARASSHARASSHARASS: : : : This mission requires a unit to end the movement phase within 2” of a target. Each target can only be 
harassed once. 
 
BODYGUARDBODYGUARDBODYGUARDBODYGUARD: : : : This mission is similar to DEFEND in which a target is required to have a friendly non-infantry 
unit remain within 2”. While protected in this way any enemy unit trying to HARASS will be unable to claim 
success as the target is feeling safe. Aerospace units cannot BODYGUARD. 
    
RECON: RECON: RECON: RECON: This mission type requires locating or identifying something by scanning either with sensors or visual. A 
unit is to move into short range and spend the weapon attack phase scanning the target which means they are 
unable to declare any weapons fire or spot for artillery/indirect fire. A unit with any kind of Probe Special 
Ability may scan up to a distance away equal to that ability. Aerospace units cannot RECON. 
 
 CAPTURECAPTURECAPTURECAPTURE::::    Something of value must be claimed and remain in the possession of your forces. To capture a target a 
unit is to move into base contact at the same level and it cannot have an enemy unit also in base contact. Rolling 
2D6 the unit must roll 8+ during the weapon attack phase which means they are unable to declare any weapons 
fire or spot for artillery/indirect fire. Success means the target is ‘convinced to co-operate’ and is captured. Once 
captured the target can be moved off the players starting home edge all the while remaining in base to base 
contact with a friendly unit (both move as one activation at the slowest speed of the two) after which that player 
is awarded Warchest Points. If it is a stationary target (e.g. building, powered down unit) having control of it at 
the end of the game will earn that player the Warchest Points. Targets can be captured multiple times and 
change hands during the game. Only one award of Warchest Points is ever given at the end of the track.  
Aerospace units may not CAPTURE. 
 
The campaign organiser will have a Warchest Campaign Tracking Sheet available at TGA.  This handy sheet The campaign organiser will have a Warchest Campaign Tracking Sheet available at TGA.  This handy sheet The campaign organiser will have a Warchest Campaign Tracking Sheet available at TGA.  This handy sheet The campaign organiser will have a Warchest Campaign Tracking Sheet available at TGA.  This handy sheet 
which players are to use will help keep track of their progress much easier. which players are to use will help keep track of their progress much easier. which players are to use will help keep track of their progress much easier. which players are to use will help keep track of their progress much easier.  

 

    



FINAL NOTESFINAL NOTESFINAL NOTESFINAL NOTES    
 

As this is a fun campaign with no official award for who comes first there should not be pressure to 
make sure any minor book work is done exactly. The campaign organiser is there to help but players are 
encouraged to work together to enhance the enjoyment of the games taking place. In the end, it is a game, and 
games are supposed to be fun.  
 

The fantastic painted miniatures you see in the pictures in this player pack are from the licensed range 
by Iron Wind Metals and are official miniatures used in sanctioned BattleTech tournaments and events. If you 
would like to see more then visit TGA’s official sponsor Alpha Strike, an online retail store based in Perth who 
carry a large range of these miniatures, plus more! 

 

 
www.alphastrike.com.au 

sales@alphastrike.com.au 
 

As an added bonus to those people who come down to the club any BattleTech products purchased 
from the Alpha Strike stand at Tabletop Gamers Association will earn a discount of 10% OFF10% OFF10% OFF10% OFF the marked price. 
This is not valid with any other offer; not available for purchases made directly from the Alpha Strike online 
store; and available only during the campaign period.  

 

Thank you for your interest in another great Tabletop Gamers Association event and I hope to see you 
across the battlefield.  

 

Adam Jones: Adam Jones: Adam Jones: Adam Jones:     
- Tabletop Gamers Association Co-Founder 
- Director of Alpha Strike 
- Catalyst Games Labs Demonstration Team Member #139 
- ‘Hostile Takeover’ campaign organiser 

 Not Not Not Not Enough Orks andEnough Orks andEnough Orks andEnough Orks and Westgamer Forum HandleWestgamer Forum HandleWestgamer Forum HandleWestgamer Forum Handle: ‘Ivoryskull’ 
Email:Email:Email:Email: tgaperth@live.com.au (campaign and club questions) or; 
                sales@alphastrike.com.au (store questions)  
Mobile:Mobile:Mobile:Mobile: 0404 949 289 
 

   

 


